
Bruce Banner Auto
A Mean Green Mega-Yielding and Hard-Hitting Machine!

• A high that packs a punch! With a whopping 25% THC, a hard-hitting strain even for avid consumers.
• Monster sized! A huge auto that can reach up to 150cm and yields as much as it grows.
• Perfect for hash makers. An impressive resin producer perfectly suited for commercial extractors and hash makers. 
• Remarkably relaxing. Stay 100% stress-free all day long, even on a busy day. 

A highly productive strain; Expect up to 600gr/m2 and a fierce trichome production covering the buds and all over, resulting in
a beautiful hybrid with a slight Sativa dominance and a whopping 25% THC that leaves you in a motivated, calm, and stress-
free vibe for hours and hours. This tall variety grows between 110-150cm and takes 10-11 weeks from seed to harvest, developing
multiple flowering sites that boast bright green buds and a terpene blend of sweet, berries, and diesel that make for
marvelous extractions and leaves a delicious taste coating your mouth after every hit.

Bud description
Expect almost light-green stacked flowers and chunky calyxes with dark brown hairs all over and a few almost lime-green
leaves coming out of them, this strain stands out for the impressive resin production that creates a layer so thick, that leaves
the buds looking like they’re completely white. An amazing strain for those looking for exceptional aromas thanks to the
delicate yet pungent smell of fresh forest berries mixed with notorious diesel terps and a touch of sweetness that will happily
surprise even the most experienced terp-hunters.
Smoke report
The perfect effect for those who want to stop overthinking minor problems that don’t let you focus and get your stuff done or
for those who don’t want to deal with stress in general. After taking the first hit you’ll instantly feel a happier state of mind,
even if you’re already happy, and feel relaxed for hours on end while boosting creativity, ideal for alleviating anxiety, pain, or
just get rid of negativity and get your stuff done.
Plant appearance
Bruce Banner Auto grows tall and bushy, developing thin-fingered and relatively large fan leaves coming out of everywhere,
and a tall main cola that can reach up to 150cm in height surrounded by several side branches. Thanks to the meticulous
selection and breeding, this variety exhibits the best of both worlds; An overall tall variety with long and homogeneous side
branches that get enveloped in buds by harvest and a compact structure that makes it possible for everyone to grow it,
despite its height.
Grow tips
It’s essential you have enough space to accommodate a huge plant if you want to avoid further into the grow cycle. Due to the
large and bushy foliage, it’s recommended to space out the branches by tying them down or by growing under a Scrog net,
this way you make sure light reaches all the flowering sites and air passes through the flowers, avoiding mold and
underdeveloped buds. Remember to have your trim bin ready when trimming because by the end of flowering all the sugar
leaves and even some of the bigger leaves will be covered by a thick layer of resin that makes for strong and super tasty
extractions.
Flavor
A complex terpene profile that may seem simple when grinding the nugs but as soon as you take the first toke you’ll be hit
with multiple flavors that resemble those of a true gassy strain but with less citrusy terps and a distinctive sweetness blended
with an earthy fresh berry taste that takes it to the next level and smoothes out the smoke.

https://2fast4buds.com/seeds/bruce-banner-auto


